
PD Davis was able to speak to a police official who was involved m this investigation PD Davis

was advised by the subject that all alibi’s provided by Don. Hae's current boyfriend, were

confirmed and he had been completely ruled out as a possible suspect PD Davis was also

assured that the police had an "air tight" case against Adnan Syed in this case The

police official was confident that they had in fart arrested the correct person
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The only other pre-trial record of Don’s alibi comes from the defense files. In March
1999, defense investigator Drew Davis visited the Owings Mills LensCrafters in an
attempt to verify that Dor was there on 1.13. The manager on duty (who was not the
same manager that O'Shea had spoken to) turned Davis away and told him she could
not give him any information about Don's alibi:

Priiiate DetectiveAndrew Davis responded to LensCrafters located in
Owings MiUs Mall inOulngsMills.PD Davis spoke to manager, [DA].
PD Davis was advised that any information that was obtainedfrom Lens

Crofters would have to be obtained through their general manager.PD
Daviswas also instructed to speak to Detective Joe O'Sheafrom
Baltimore County Police Homicide.Nofurther information could be
provided.

PD Davis was able to speak to a police, official who was involved in this
investigation.PDDaviswas advised by the subject that all alibi's
provided by Don,Hoe's current boyfriend,were confirmed and he had
been completely ruled out as apossible suspect.PDDaviswas also
assured that thepolice had an “air tighf case against Adnan Syed in this
case.Thepoliceofficial was confident that they had infact arrested the
correct person.

The police officer that Davis spoke to (presumably O’Shea) neglected to mention that
Don's alibi had been "confirmed” by a manager at a store where Don had not worked on
the day of the murder and that no store records or eye witnesses could confirm that Don
had actually been at Hunt Valley that day


